
Rainbow Card with Quilling
Instructions No. 2186

Difficulty: Advanced

Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Quilling gives you the opportunity to create a variety of decorative shapes out of paper, such as flowers, animals, figures and
even a beautiful rainbow - the sign that everything will be all right again. In times of the Corona Pandemic, the rainbow is a
sign of hope, but also stands for peace. The rainbow unites opposites like sun and rain.

This is how the card is created:
Quilling is the creative technique of rolling and shaping strips of paper. The ends of the paper strips are fixed with glue so
that the figures keep their shape. The basic shape of quilling is the circle, which can also be turned into a spiral in no time.
But other basic shapes can also be easily created by carefully pressing and gluing.

For our rainbow card we only need the quilling circle. For the clouds, roll up the white paper strips with the quilling pen and
fix them with craft glue. 

Lay the coloured strips for the rainbow on top of each other and fix one end with craft glue. At the other end, lay the strips in
different lengths to make a nice bow and then fix the ends with craft glue as well. Glue the rainbow onto the card with craft
glue. Glue the quilling circles to the ends of the rainbow as clouds using craft glue. 

Finally, you can add a quote sticker to the card or write a nice saying with a marker.
Discover here another idea to make Quilling cards: Easter Quilling greeting cards, which, by the way, are also perfect for
your own personal messages regardless of the season! 

We wish you a lot of fun while crafting!

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/easter-quilling-greeting-cards-t3047/


Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

860529 VBS Quilling strips "Colorful", 3 mm, 500 pcs. 1

536554 VBS Double cards with envelopes "Pastel", 50 pcs. 1

723589 VBS Quilling pen with wooden handle 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1

12140 Sticker "Quotes", A5 1

VBS Quilling strips "Colorful", 3 mm, 500 pcs.

5,69 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-quilling-strips-colorful-3-mm-500-pcs-a140984/
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